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Beyond was designed to quickly adapt to the constant 

rhythm of business change. With pre-assembled unitized 

construction that significantly reduces installation time, a 

wide array of materiality choices, and optional integrated 

power and technology, you can create dynamic spaces filled 

with natural light that are reconfigurable to easily manage 

whatever the future of the office brings.

Flexible 
Functionality

FramedFrameless Solid
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The workspace reflects a company’s culture and the individuals shaping 

it, serving as a hub where teams and individuals collaborate to attain 

business objectives and foster community. Our Beyond walls eliminate 

barriers, fostering openness and accessibility, enabling neighboring 

teams to have visibility to leadership, project work, and team activities.. 

Using a unique power tool-operated leveling system, Beyond walls can 

effortlessly install and adjust to manage change within company needs, 

personnel, application requirements, and culture.

Manage
Change
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Through seamless power and technology options, furniture 

integration capability, and a wide finish portfolio, Beyond allows 

endless functionality and aesthetic options.

Design
Flexibility
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An exclusive, patented scissor-lift leveling mechanism is 

integrated within the base channel for easy panel adjustment 

of + - 3/4” along a 6’ run using a simple power tool.. Panels ship 

unitized from the factory with the leveling mechanism attached, 

allowing for consistent installation and a clean aesthetic.

Ease of 
Installation

Level downLevel up
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Designing with minimal components (both walls and furniture) and 

consistent dimensions makes change easy from day 1 to day 365. 

While you may start with enclosed offices or meeting spaces, a shift 

towards more open or collaborative settings can be accomplished 

with minimal disruption to the floorplan.

Reconfigure 
Tomorrow

This configuration provides private offices, small 

team meeting areas, and phone booths. The 

adjacent solo and team spaces allow individuals 

to easily come together when needed.

When exterior walls come down, an open team 

collaboration area is created with a space-defining 

wall. Two small-group settings are adjacent.

Day 1

Day 90

Day 230

Day 30

Day 156

Day 365

By removing two interior walls, the space is 

transformed to include a private office, shared 

office, and two collaborative spaces that utilize a 

lounge setting within the furniture.

Using walls to create small, quiet heads-down 

spaces adjacent to workstations allows workers to 

have privacy in an open-office setting.

Removing an additional interior wall creates a large 

team meeting area or conference room with two 

adjacent huddle rooms.   

Exterior walls are used to create an active corridor 

for teams to collaborate. The outside walls anchor 

agile seating for conversations between workers.
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With hardwired and modular electrical, technology integration options, and furniture integration capabilities, 

Beyond allows endless optionality for collaboration and supports all tasks by providing easy access to 

technology. With these integration options, Beyond effortlessly transforms the workplace into a collaborative 

space supporting different workstyles and application types.

Integration Options

Furniture can integrate with our moveable walls through 

different bracketry and attachment hardware. The electrical 

needed to power height adjustable tables and anything 

on work surfaces is done through the power in the walls 

system. All framed panels allow for hanging brackets to be 

installed within the vertical reveal.

Beyond provides easy access to power and offers the ability 

to mount TVs and monitors to panels, supporting various 

technological needs. There are multiple ways to mount a 

TV on Beyond, including flush mount, bracket mount, and 

variable height TV mounting. Flush mounting attaches the 

TV to the solid wall so the only dimension extending from 

the wall is the thickness of the TV and the minimal bracket 

thickness. Bracket mounting attaches the TV to the solid wall 

utilizing a bracket to interface between the two. The variable 

height TV mount is recommended when the brand and 

model of the TV have not been selected.

Beyond can support various building codes by 

providing the option to route power through 

modular and hardwired electrical solutions. If power 

is not needed, low-profile trim can be utilized for a 

more refined aesthetic.
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Hardware options

Cylindrical Lever Ladder Pull Mortise Lever Mortise Lever,
Title 24

All pull hardware is 

available in black or 

silver, with passage and 

locking options.

Frameless
Glass

Monolithic
Framed Glass

Solid with
Clerestory

Segmented
Framed Glass

Integrated
Glass

Monolithic
Solid

Segmented
Solid

Swing
Door

Button Mounted 
Markerboard

Hardwired
Electrical

Floating
Markerboard

Modular
Electrical

Technology
Integration

Beyond Statement of Line

Sliding
Door

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were matched with care, they may vary from the actual 
finish. When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Panel options
Veneer

Paint

Laminate

Fabric

Portico Teak

Matte Gold

Loft

Mica Crystal

Light Walnut 
Quarter Cut

Flint

Handspun 
Chestnut

Blazer Lite
Retreat

Beigewood

Solar Black

Fawn 
Cypress

Noble Pitch

Panels are available in painted 

steel, veneer, laminate, glass, and 

fabric panels.

Glass offered in thicknesses of 

½”, ¼” and 3/8”, with tempered 

and laminated options and STC 

ratings up to 39.
A wide selection of finishes are available online at allsteeloffice.com

Beyond contains recycled content 
and uses recyclable materials.

For more sustainability details, 
visit allsteeloffice.com


